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JULIA ROSE POLK: You’re listening to the Trauma Camp for Teachers podcast…
Episode #6.
Welcome to the Trauma Camp for Teachers podcast, where educators like you
get the guidance and support they need to manage their classrooms with
confidence, clarity and compassion. I'm your host, trauma therapist and trainer,
Julia Rose Polk. Now, let's get started.
Hey you… Julia Rose here. So, in today’s episode, I’m going to be taking you into
Stage 4 in the Path of Progress, and this stage is all about SUPPORT. And I’m
going to walk you through the three milestones that you will help you know
where you are in this stage, and what you need to do next.
But before we dive in, let me tell you that this episode is sponsored by my free
masterclass, The Top 10 Truths Every Teacher Needs to Know About Trauma. So
if you've struggled with classroom management, or have ever wondered how to
respond to your struggling students, or if you are not actively building
emotional connection and trust with your students every single day... You know
that doing these things are easier when you really understand how trauma and
stress affect the brain, right? Everything in your classroom is easier when you
understand thiss, when you have somebody that is saying, “Hey, this is what’s
going on right there...” and eventually, helping you know what to do in those
super tough situations. So if you want to start building your trauma-informed
teaching foundation right now, inside your classroom, and inside yourself,
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I'm your person. And I've got a free masterclass that will show you step by step
how to get going. So go to traumacamp.com/masterclass — simple as that —
traumacamp.com/masterclass, and I'll show you how to get started so that you
can be growing your awareness and skills, and get a head start on your traumainformed teaching journey today.
All right, ya’ll, let's go ahead and jump into today's episode.
So, let’s take a second to get really real about what being a trauma-informed
teacher asks of you as a human being… It asks of you your time… It asks your
commitment… it asks your vulnerability… it asks of you your effort… It asks of you
your discomfort… your willingness to be wrong… your willingness to try and fail
and F-up many many times… it probably asks of you your money to get certain
training and consultation… I mean, we have to be real that this work asks a LOT
of you.
Also important to acknowledge, is that it asks of you to use your physical body…
as well as your heart and your soul. I mean, there’s no way you can do this work
without those things. And that might mean picking up some vicarious trauma,
or getting burnt out. It might mean having to dive into your OWN trauma work
while still having to show up to this very job every single day.
And for these reasons, one of the most important aspects of doing traumainformed work is getting the SUPPORT that you need. That means building a
comprehensive personal care plan. And it means finding and seeking out, or
building in your own PROFESSIONAL supports as well. You can’t do this work
without those things.
When I was lead therapist at an addiction treatment center here in LA a few
years ago, I was considered the trauma expert on site… I was overseeing groups
and structure of some programming, AND working directly with the clients…
Well, even though I had this expertise… I STILL NEEDED SUPPORT! Sometimes I
would burst into my boss’s office and just breakdown in tears about something
that was going on in my personal life. Other times, I’d pull a colleague aside to
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vent about a certain client that was getting under my skin. And sometimes I’d
schedule a session with my own therapist to work through the things that I just
didn’t feel quite comfortable processing on the job.
There are soooo many ways that we need support. And getting both personal
AND professional support structures in place is a non-negotiable part of being a
trauma-informed teacher.Now, let me walk you through the 3 milestones - the
early, middle and end-stages - that you will be reaching in Stage 4, so you can
figure out where you are in this stage of developing your foundational SUPPORT
structures.
So, where you are in this stage basically depends on how evolved your current
support systems are right now. And whether they are something you
intentionally work on bolstering and building in your life.
Right now, in this very moment, You are at the Early Stage milestone if you
understand our evolutionary wiring for support-systems, and the modern
constraints to these support systems that we come up against in our everyday
lives.
You are in the MIDDLE stage if you have assessed and analyzed your current
support systems to determine if your needs are being met in your personal and
professional worlds.
And you are in the END-stage milestone if you have developed support care
plans and are actively engaging them on a regular basis.
So, Early stage milestone: You’re understanding why we need support systems.
Middle-stage milestone: You’re assessing your current supports (or lack of them).
End-stage milestone: oYu are building personal and professional support plans,
and are starting to utilize them in your life.
So, there you have it! That is what you can look forward to in Stage 4 and the
milestones you will reach as you work toward developing a comprehensive
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SUPPORT STRUCTURE for you in your life and in your career of trauma-informed
teaching.
So, if you’re ready for the next stage… head on over to the next episode, where
we’ll get really specific about stage 5 on the path of progress: Structure.
I Can’t wait for you to join me in that one… I'll see you there. Bye for now!
Now, to make this podcast actionable for you, and to make sure sure my minitrainings and supports come directly to you each week… I want you to pause
what you’re doing right now - unless you’re driving, if you’re driving keep
focusing on the road… but if you’re not driving, I want you to pause what you’re
doing and take 2 seconds to hit the “Subscribe” button for this podcast. That will
make sure that the nuggets of actionable and digestible bits of expertise that I
have to offer will be sent directly to you each and every week, no questions
asked, no extra work required. So go ahead and subscribe…
Oh, and if you want the juicy email updates that I send all my subscribers about
each podcast, head on over to traumacamp.com/podcast, and subscribe to my
email list so I can send you all my exciting extras and updates! I’m so glad you’re
here and can’t wait to have you tune in each week for this podcast.
Thanks for listening to the Trauma Camp for Teachers podcast. At
www.traumacamp.com/podcast.
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